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29.1 Introduction Engineering hydraulics is concerned broadly with civil engineering problems in which the flow or management of fluids, primarily water, plays a role. Solutions to this wide range of problems require an understanding of the fundamental principles of fluid mechanics in general and hydraulics in particular, and these are summarized in this section.
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29.2 Properties of Fluids The material properties of a fluid, which may vary, sometimes sensitively, with temperature, pressure, and composition (if the fluid is a mixture), determine its mechanical behavior. The physical properties of water and other common fluids are given in Tables 29.1 to 29.7 at the end of this chapter.



Fluid Density and Related Quantities The density of a fluid, denoted as r, is defined as its mass per unit volume with units kg/m3 or slug/ft.3 The specific gravity, denoted as s, refers to the dimensionless ratio of the density of a given material to the density of pure water, rref , at a reference temperature and pressure (often taken to be 4∞C and 1 standard atmosphere): s ∫ r/rref . The specific weight, denoted as g, is the weight per unit volume, or the product of r and g, the gravitational acceleration: g  rg.



Fluid Viscosity and Related Concepts Fluids are Newtonian if their strain rate is linearly proportional to the applied shear stress, and is zero when the latter is zero. The strain rate can be related to gradients of fluid velocity. The proportionality constant is the dynamic viscosity, denoted by m, with units N s/m2 or lb s/ft.2 Frequently m arises in combination with r, so that a kinematic viscosity, defined as n  m/r, with units m2/s or ft2/s, is defined. Some materials, e.g., mud, may, under certain circumstances, behave as fluids but may not exhibit such a relationship between shear stress and the strain rate. These are termed non-Newtonian fluids. The most common fluids, air and water, are Newtonian. Because the values of m for common fluids are relatively small, the concept of an ideal fluid, for which m = 0, is useful; effects of fluid friction (shear) are thereby neglected. This approximation is not valid in the vicinity of a solid boundary, where the no-slip condition must be satisfied, i.e., at the fluid-solid interface, the velocity of the fluid must be equal to the velocity of the solid surface.



The Vapor Pressure The vapor pressure of a pure liquid, denoted as pv , with units Pa abs or lb/ft2 abs (abs refers to the absolute pressure scale, see Section 29.3), is the pressure exerted by its vapor in a state of vapor-liquid equilibrium at a given temperature. It derives its importance from the phenomenon of cavitation, the term applied to the genesis, growth, and eventual collapse of vapor bubbles (cavities) in the interior of a flowing liquid when the fluid pressure at some point in the flow is reduced below the vapor pressure. This leads to reduced performance and possibly damage to pumping and piping systems and spillways.



The Bulk Modulus and the Speed of Sound The bulk modulus of elasticity, denoted by Ev , is the ratio of the change in pressure, p (see Section 29.3) to the relative change in density: Ev = r ∂p/∂r, with units Pa or lb/ft,2 and measures the compressibility of a material. Common fluids such as water and air may generally be treated as incompressible, i.e., Ev Æ •. Compressibility effects become important, however, where large changes in pressure occur suddenly, as in waterhammer problems resulting from fast closing valves, or where high speeds are involved as in supersonic flow. The kinematic quantity, the speed of sound, defined by c = E v § r , may be more convenient than Ev to use.



Surface Tension and Capillary Effects The interface between immiscible fluids acts like an infinitely thin membrane that supports a tensile force. The magnitude of this force per unit length of a line on this surface is termed the coefficient of surface tension, denoted as s, with units N/m or lb/ft. Effects of surface tension are usually important © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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only for problems involving highly curved interfaces and small length scales, such as in small-scale laboratory models. Capillary effects refer to the rise or depression of fluid in small-diameter tubes or in porous media due to surface tension. The value of s varies with the fluids forming the interface, and is affected by chemically active agents (surfactants) at the interface.



29.3 Fluid Pressure and Hydrostatics Pressure in a fluid is a normal compressive stress. It is considered positive even though compressive, and its magnitude does not depend on the orientation of the surface on which it acts. In most practical applications, pressure differences rather than absolute pressures are important because only the former induce net forces and drive flows. Absolute pressures are relevant however in problems involving cavitation, since the vapor pressure (see Section 29.2) must be considered. A convenient pressure scale, the gage pressure scale, can be defined with zero corresponding to atmospheric pressure, patm, rather than an absolute pressure scale with zero corresponding to the pressure in an ideal vacuum. The two scales are related by pgage = pabs – patm. At the free surface of a water body (Fig. 29.1) that is exposed to the atmosphere, pgage = 0, since pabs = patm. Unless otherwise specified, the gage pressure scale is always used in the following.



atmosphere pgage= 0 ( pabs = patm )



g z



h A FIGURE 29.1 Pressure scales and coordinate system for Eq. (29.1).



Hydrostatics Hydrostatics is concerned with fluids that are stagnant or in uniform motion. Relative motion (shear forces) and acceleration (inertial forces) are excluded; only pressure and gravitational forces are assumed to act. A balance of these forces yields dp = -r(z)g = - g (z), dz



(29.1)



which describes the rate of change of p with elevation z, and where the chosen coordinate system is such that gravity acts in a direction opposite to that of increasing z (Fig. 29.1). In Eq. (29.1), r or g may vary in the z-direction, as is often the case in the thermally stratified atmosphere or lake. Where r or g is constant over a certain region, Eq. (29.1) may be integrated to give p(z) - p(z 0 ) = - g (z - z 0 )



(29.2)



which indicates that pressure increases linearly with depth. Only differences in pressure and differences in elevation are of consequence, so that a pressure datum or elevation datum can be arbitrarily chosen. In Fig. 29.1, if the elevation datum is chosen to coincide with the free surface, and the gage pressure scale is used, then the pressure at a point, A, located at a depth, h, below the free surface (at z = –h), is given by pA = g h. If g ª 0, as in the case of gases, and elevation differences are not large, then p ª constant. Eq. (29.2) can also be rearranged to give p(z 0 ) p(z) +z = + z0 g g



(29.3)



The piezometric head with dimensions of length is defined as the sum of the pressure head, p/g, and the elevation head, z. Equation (29.3) states that the piezometric head is constant everywhere in a constantdensity fluid where hydrostatic conditions prevail. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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z p=p
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θ O



of O = centroid surface



y x



center of pressure (xcp, ycp ) FIGURE 29.2 Hydrostatic force on a plane surface.



Forces on Plane Surfaces The force on a surface, S, due to hydrostatic pressure is obtained by integration over the surface. If the surface is plane, a single resultant point force can always be found that is mechanically equivalent to the distributed pressure load (Fig. 29.2). For the case of constant-density fluid, the magnitude of this resultant force, F, may be determined from F=



Ú p dS = p A c



(29.4)



s



where pc = p0 + g hc is the pressure at the centroid of the surface, situated at a depth, hc , and A is the area of the surface. Because pc = F/A, it is interpreted as the average pressure on the surface. This resultant point force acts compressively, normal to the surface, through a point termed the center of pressure. If the surface is inclined at an angle, q, to the horizontal, the coordinates of the center of pressure, (xcp , ycp ), in a coordinate system in the plane of the surface, with origin at the centroid of the surface, are



(x



cp



È ( g sin q) I xy ( g sin q) I xx ˘ , y cp = Í , ˙ F F ÍÎ ˙˚



)



(29.5)



where Ixx is the area moment of inertia, Ixy the product of inertia of the plane surface, both with respect to the centroid of the surface, and y is positive in the direction below the centroid. The properties of common plane surfaces, such as centroids and moments of inertia, are discussed in the section on mechanics of materials. The surface is often symmetrically loaded, so that Ixy = 0, and hence, xcp = 0, or the center of pressure is located directly below the centroid on the line of symmetry. If the surface is horizontal, the center of pressure coincides with the centroid. Further, as the surface becomes more deeply submerged, the center of pressure approaches the centroid, (xcp , ycp ) Æ (0,0), because the numerators of Eq. (29.5) remain constant while the denominator increases (pc increases).
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For plane surfaces that can be decomposed into simpler elementary surfaces, the magnitude of the resultant force can be computed as the vector sum of the forces on the elementary surfaces. The coordinates of the center of pressure of the entire surface are then determined by requiring a balance of moments.



Forces on Curved Surfaces For general curved surfaces, it may no longer be possible to determine a single resultant force equivalent to the hydrostatic load; three mutually orthogonal forces equivalent to the hydrostatic load can however be found. The horizontal forces are treated differently from the vertical force. The horizontal forces acting on the plane projected surfaces are equal in magnitude and have the same line of action as the horizontal forces acting on the curved surface. For the curved surface ABC in Fig. 29.3, the plane projected surface is represented as A¢C¢. The results of Section 29.3 can thus be applied to find the horizontal forces on A¢C¢, and hence on ABC. A systematic procedure to deal with the vertical forces distinguishes between those surfaces exposed to the hydrostatic load from FIGURE 29.3 Hydrostatic forces on above, like the surface AB in Fig. 29.3, and those surfaces exposed a curved surface. to a hydrostatic load from below, like the surface BC. The vertical force on each of these subsurfaces is equal in magnitude to the weight of the volume of (possibly imaginary) fluid lying above the curved surface to a level where the pressure is zero, usually to a water surface level. It acts through the center of gravity of that fluid volume. The vertical force acting on AB equals in magnitude the weight of fluid in the volume, ABGDA, while the vertical force acting on BC equals in magnitude the weight of the imaginary fluid in the volume BGDECB. If the load acts from above, as on AB, the direction of the force is downwards, and if the load acts from below, as on BC, the direction of the force is upwards. The net vertical force on a surface is the algebraic sum of upward and downward components. If the net vertical force is upward, it is often termed the buoyant force. The line of action is again found by a balance of moments. A simple geometric argument can often be applied to determine the net vertical force. For example, in Fig. 29.3, the net vertical force is upwards, with a magnitude equal to the weight of the liquid in the volume DECBAD, and its line of action is the center of gravity of this volume. In the special case of a curved surface that is a segment of a circle or a sphere, a single resultant force can be obtained, because pressure acts normal to the surface, and all normals intersect at the center. The magnitudes and direction of the components in the vertical and horizontal directions can be determined according to the procedure outlined in the previous paragraph, but these components must act through the center, and it is not necessary to determine individually the lines of action of the horizontal and vertical components. The analysis for curved surfaces can also be applied to plane surfaces. In some problems, it may even be simpler to deal with horizontal and vertical components, rather than the seemingly more direct formulae for plane surfaces. Application 1: Force on a Vertical Dam Face What are the magnitude and direction of the force on the vertical rectangular dam (Fig. 29.4) of height H and width, W, due to hydrostatic loads, and at what elevation is the center of pressure? Equation (29.4) is applied and, using Eq. (29.2), pc = ghc , where hc = H/2 is the depth at which the centroid of the dam is located. Because the area is H ¥ W, the magnitude of the force, F = gWH 2/2. The center of pressure is found from Eq.(29.5), using q = 90°, Ixx = WH 3/12, and Ixy = 0. Thus, xcp = 0, and ycp = [g(1)(WH 3/12]/[gWH 2/2] = H/6. The center of pressure is therefore located at a distance H/6 directly below the centroid of the dam, or a distance of 2H/3 below the water surface. The direction of the force is normal and compressive to the dam face as shown.
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FIGURE 29.4 Hydrostatic forces on a vertical dam face.



FIGURE 29.5 Hydrostatic forces on the face of a vertical arch dam.



Application 2: Force on an Arch Dam Consider a constant radius arch-dam with a vertical upstream face (Fig. 29.5). What is the net horizontal force acting on the dam face due to hydrostatic forces? The projected area is Ap = (2R sin q) ¥ H, while the pressure at the centroid of the projected surface is pc = gH/2. The magnitude of the horizontal force is thus gRH 2 sin q, and the center of pressure lies (as in App. 1) 2H/3 below the water surface on the line of symmetry of the dam face. Because the face is assumed vertical, the vertical force on the dam is zero. Application 3: Force on a Tainter Gate Consider a radial (Tainter) gate of radius R with angle q and width W (Fig. 29.6). What are the horizontal and vertical forces acting on the gate? For the horizontal force computation, the area of the projected surface is Ap = (2R sin q) ¥ W, and the pressure at the centroid of the projected surface is pc = g(2R sin q)/2, because the centroid is located at a depth of (2R sin q)/2. Hence, the magnitude of the horizontal force is 2g(R sin q)W, and it acts at a distance 2(2R sin q)/3 below the water surface. The vertical force is the sum of a downward force equal in magnitude to the weight of the fluid in the volume AB¢BA, and an upward force equal in magnitude to the weight of the fluid in the volume, AB¢BCA. This equals in magnitude the weight of the fluid in the volume, ABCA, namely, gWR 2 (q – sin q cos q), and acts upwards through the center of gravity of this volume. Alternatively, because the gate is an arc of a circle, the horizontal and vertical forces act through the center, O, and no net moment is created by the fluid forces. Application 4: Archimedes’ Law of Buoyancy Consider an arbitrarily shaped body of density, rs , submerged in a fluid of density, r (Fig. 29.7). What is the net vertical force on the body due to hydrostatic forces? The net horizontal force is necessarily zero
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C Tainter gate FIGURE 29.6 Hyrdrostatic forces on a radial (Tainter) gate.



FIGURE 29.7 Hydrostatic forces on a general submerged body.



since the horizontal forces on projected surfaces are equal and opposite. The surface in contact with the fluid and therefore exposed to the hydrostatic load is divided into an upper surface, marked by curve ADC, and a lower surface, marked by curve ABC. The vertical force on ADC equals in magnitude the weight of the fluid in the volume, ADCC¢A¢A, and acts downward since the vertical component of the hydrostatic forces on this surface acts downward. The vertical force on ABC equals in magnitude the weight of the fluid in the volume, ABCC¢A¢A, but this acts upward since the vertical component of the hydrostatic forces on this surface acts upward. The vector sum, Fb , of these vertical forces acts upward through the center of gravity of the submerged volume, and equals in magnitude the weight of the fluid volume displaced by the body, Fb = rgVsub , where Vsub is the submerged volume of the body. This result is known as Archimedes’ principle. The effective weight of the body in the fluid is Weff = (rs – r) g Vsub .



29.4 Fluids in Non-Uniform Motion Description of Fluid Flow A flow is described by the velocity vector, u(x, y, z, t) = (u, v, w), at a point in space, (x, y, z), and at a given instant in time t. It is one-, two-, or three-dimensional if it varies only in one, two or three coordinate directions. If flow characteristics do not vary in a given direction, the flow is said to be uniform in that direction. Similarly, if flow characteristics at a point (or in a region of interest) do not vary with time, it is termed steady; otherwise, it is unsteady. Although a flow may strictly speaking be unsteady and threedimensional, it can often for practical purposes be approximated or modeled as a steady one-dimensional flow. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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FIGURE 29.8 Examples of mean streamlines and flow separation



A streamline is a line to which the velocity vectors are tangent, and thus indicates the instantaneous direction of flow at each point on the streamline (see Fig. 29.8 for examples of streamlines). As such, there can be no flow across streamlines; flow boundaries, such as a solid impervious boundary or the free water surface, must therefore coincide with streamlines (actually stream surfaces). If an unsteady flow is approximated as being steady, the concept of time-averaged streamlines corresponding to the time-averaged velocity field is useful. A collection of streamlines can be used to give a picture of the overall flow pattern. Streamlines should however be distinguished from streaklines. The latter are formed when dye or particles are injected at a point into the flow, as is often done in flow visualization. While streaklines and streamlines coincide in a strictly steady flow, they differ in an unsteady flow.



Qualitative Flow Features and Flow Classification Broad classes of qualitatively similar flow phenomena may be distinguished. Laminar flows are characterized by gradual and regular variations over time and space, with relatively little mixing occurring between individual fluid elements. In contrast, turbulent flows are unsteady, with rapid and seemingly random instantaneous variations in flow variables such as velocity or pressure over time and space. A high degree of bulk mixing accompanies these fluctuations, with implications for transport of momentum (fluid friction) and contaminants. In dealing with predominantly turbulent flows in practice, the hydraulic engineer is concerned primarily with time-averaged characteristics. Flow separation occurs when a streamline begins at a solid boundary (at the separation point) and enters the region of flow (Fig. 29.8). This may happen when the solid boundary diverges sufficiently sharply in the streamwise direction, and is associated with downstream recirculating regions (regions with closed streamlines). The latter are sometimes termed dead-water zones, and their presence may have important implications for mixing efficiency. In flows around bodies, flow separation creates a lowpressure region immediately downstream of the body, termed the wake. The difference in pressure upstream and downstream of the body may therefore contribute significantly to flow resistance (see Section 29.8).



The Bernoulli Theorem In the case of an ideal constant-density fluid moving in a gravitational field, a balance along a streamline between inertial (acceleration), pressure and gravitational forces yields the Bernoulli theorem. This states that, on a streamline,



Ú



Êp ∂us u2 ˆ ds + Á + gz + s ˜ = constant ∂t 2¯ Ër



(29.6)



where the integration is performed along the streamline, and us is the magnitude of the velocity at any point on the streamline. Equation (29.6) applies on a given streamline, and the ‘constant’ will in general vary for different streamlines. The Bernoulli equation for steady flows (∂/∂t = 0) is usually expressed as
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Êp Êp us2 ˆ us2 ˆ Á g + z + 2g ˜ = Á g + z + 2g ˜ Ë ¯A Ë ¯B



(29.7)



where the subscripts A and B indicate two points on the same streamline along which the Bernoulli theorem is applied (Fig. 29.9). The quantity, (p/g) + z + (u 2s /2g), is termed the Bernoulli B constant. For steady uniform flows, (u 2s /2g)A = (u 2s /2g)B , and Eq. (29.7) reduces to the equality of piezometric heads as found before for hydrostatic conditions. The Bernoulli theo- streamline A rem thus generalizes the hydrostatic result to account for the curved conduit or channel non-uniformity or acceleration of the flow field by including 2 a possibly changing velocity head. The quantity, ru s /2 is some- FIGURE 29.9 Flow streamline along which times termed the dynamic pressure (as distinct from the static the Bernoulli theorem is applied. pressure, p, in Eq. [29.7]), and the sum, p + ru 2s /2, is termed the total or stagnation pressure (stagnation, as this would be the pressure if the fluid particle were brought to a stop). The Bernoulli theorem provides information about variations along the streamline direction; in the direction normal to the streamline, a similar force balance shows that the piezometric head is constant in the direction normal to the streamline provided the flow is steady and parallel or nearly parallel. In other words, hydrostatic conditions prevail at a flow cross-section in a direction normal to the nearly parallel streamlines. This is implicitly assumed in much of hydraulics. Application 5: An Orifice Flow An orifice is a closed contour opening in a wall of a tank or in a plate at a pipe cross-section. A simple example of flow through an orifice from a large tank discharging into the atmosphere is shown in Fig. 29.10. What is the exit velocity at (or near) the orifice? The Bernoulli theorem is applied on a streamline between a point A on the free surface and a point B at the vena contracta of the orifice, the section at which the jet area is a minimum. At the vena contracta, the streamlines are straight, such that hydrostatic conditions prevail, and the piezometric head in the fluid must be the same throughout that section. For the situation shown, the elevation is the same over the section, which implies that the pressure must be constant over the entire section. Because the pressure on the surface of the jet is zero, the pressure, pB = 0. Because the tank is open to the atmosphere, FIGURE 29.10 Flow through an orifice pA = 0, and the tank is large, the velocity head in the tank, in the bottom of a large tank. (u 2s /2g)A, is negligible. Hence, (u 2s /2g)B = zA – zB = H, where H is the elevation difference between the tank free surface and the vena contracta section. The exit velocity at the vena contracta is given by us = 2gH , a result also known as Torricelli’s theorem. The related result that the discharge (see the definition in Section 29.5), Q µ A 2gH , where A is the area of the orifice, arises also in discussions of culverts flowing full and other hydraulic structures.



29.5 Fundamental Conservation Laws The analysis of flow problems is based on three main conservation laws, namely, the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. For most hydraulic problems, it suffices to formulate these laws in integral form for one-dimensional flows to which the following is restricted. A systematic approach is based on the analysis of a control volume, which is an imaginary volume bounded by control surfaces through which
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mass, momentum, and energy may pass. The control volume plays the role of the free body in statics as a device to organize and systematize the accounting of fluxes and forces. In the following, the fluid is assumed to be of constant density, r, and the control volume is assumed fixed in space and non-deforming.



Fluxes and Correction Coefficients The flux of a quantity, such as mass or momentum, across a control surface, S, is defined as the amount • that is transported across S per unit time. The mass flux, m, is defined as an integral over the surface,



Ú



m˙ ∫ ru dS = rVA



(29.8)



S



where the velocity, u, may vary over the control surface, the discharge or volume flow rate is Q = Ú u dS , S and V is the average velocity over the area A. The momentum flux can similarly be expressed as



Ú



m˙ bV = ru udS



(29.9)



S



The momentum correction factor, b, accounts for the variation of u over S, and is defined by Eq. (29.9). If u is constant over S, then b = 1. The momentum flux, unlike the mass flux, is a vector quantity, and is therefore associated with a direction as well as a magnitude. The mechanical energy flux can be expressed as Ê Ê V2ˆ u2 ˆ ˙ Á z + a ˜ = g Á z + ˜ udS mg 2g ¯ 2g ¯ Ë Ë



Ú



(29.10)



S



The kinetic energy correction factor, a, accounts for variations in u across the control surface, and is defined as a=



3



1 Êuˆ Á ˜ dS A ËV ¯



Ú



(29.11)



S



For fully developed turbulent flows in pipes and rectangular channels, b and a are generally close to unity, but may deviate significantly from unity in a channel with a complicated cross-sectional geometry or in separated flows.



The Conservation Equations The law of conservation of mass, also termed mass balance or continuity, states that the change in time of fluid mass in a control volume, cv, must be balanced by the sum of all mass fluxes crossing all control surfaces:



Ú



d r dV = dt cv



Â m˙ - Â m˙ in



out



(29.12)



where the integral is taken over the control volume, and the subscripts, in and out, refer to fluxes into and out of the control volume. • • For steady flow with one inlet and one outlet, Eq. (29.12) simplifies to min = mout, and Q = Vin Ain = Vout Aout
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The law of conservation of momentum, based on Newton’s second law, states that the change in time of fluid momentum in the control volume is equal to the sum of all momentum fluxes across all control surfaces plus all forces, F, acting on the control volume:



Ú



d ru d V = dt cv



Â(m˙ bV) - Â(m˙ bV) + Â F in



(29.14)



out



For steady flow with one inlet and one outlet, Eq. (29.14) simplifies to



[



] ÂF



m˙ (bV )out - (bV )in = •



•



(29.15)



•



since m = min = mout because of mass conservation. In contrast to the mass conservation equation, the momentum balance equation is a vector equation. Care must therefore be taken in considering different components, and accounting for the directions of the individual terms. The analysis is identical to freebody analysis of statics except that fluxes of momentum must also be considered in the force balance. The law of conservation of energy, based on the first law of thermodynamics, states that the change in time of the total energy of a system is equal to the rate of heat input minus the rate at which work is being done by the system. For problems with negligible heat transfer, this can be usefully expressed in terms of ‘fluxes’ of total head as: Ê u2 ˆ d rÁ + gz ˜ dV = dt Ë 2 ¯



Ú cv



˙ ) - Â (mgH ˙ ) - Â W˙ - Â mgh ˙ , Â(mgH in



out



s



L



(29.16)



where the total head, H, is defined as H∫



p V2 +z +a 2g g



(29.17)



which is the sum of the piezometric head, (p/g) + z, and the velocity head, aV 2/2g. While z and aV 2/2g are readily identified as energy components, arising from gravitational potential energy and kinetic energy respectively, the pressure-work or flow-work term, p/g, measures the (reversible) work done by pressure • forces. Ws represents the shaft work, as in pumps and turbines, done by the system. The head loss, hL ≥ 0, represents the conversion of useful mechanical energy per unit weight of fluid into unrecoverable internal or thermal energy. For the frequent case of a steady flow with a single inlet and a single outlet, Eq. (29.16) becomes H in + H p = H out + Ht + hL •



•



•



(29.18a) •



•



where Ws = –Wp + Wt, the rate of work done by the system on the pump is –Wp = – mgHp , and the rate • • of work done by the system on the turbine is Wt = mgHt , Hp and Ht represent respectively the head per unit weight of liquid delivered by a pump or lost to a turbine. In expanded form, this is often expressed as Êp Êp V2ˆ V2ˆ Á g + z + a 2 g ˜ + H p = Á g + z + a 2 g ˜ + Ht + hL , Ë ¯ in Ë ¯ out



(29.18b)



Because of its similarity to Eq. (29.7), the energy equation, Eq. (29.18), is often also termed loosely the (generalized) Bernoulli equation.
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FIGURE 29.11 Flow through a Venturi tube.



Energy and Hydraulic Grade Lines For the typical steady one-dimensional nearly horizontal flows, hydraulic and energy grade lines (HGL and EGL, respectively) are useful as graphical representation of the piezometric and the total head respectively. For flows in which frictional effects are neglected, the EGL is simply a horizontal line, since the total head must remain constant. If frictional effects are considered, the EGL slopes downward in the direction of flow because the total head, H, is reduced by frictional losses. The slope is termed the friction or energy slope, denoted by Sf = hf /L, where hf is the continuous head loss over a conduit of length, L, due to boundary friction along pipe or channel boundaries. In pipe flows, Sf is not related to the pipe slope (in open-channel flows, however, for the special case of uniform flow, Sf is equal to the slope of the channel). The EGL rises only in the case of energy input, such as by a pump. For flows that are uniform in the streamwise direction, the HGL runs parallel to the EGL because the velocity head is constant. The HGL excludes the velocity head, and so lies at an elevation exactly aV 2/2g below the EGL; it coincides with the EGL only where the velocity head is negligible, such as in a reservoir or large tank. Even without energy input or output, the HGL may rise or fall, due to a decrease or increase in flow area leading to an increase or decrease in velocity head. The elevation of the HGL above the pipe centerline is equal to the pressure head; if the HGL crosses or lies below the pipe centerline, this implies that the pressure head is zero or negative, i.e., the static pressure is equal to or below atmospheric pressure, which may have implications for cavitation. Since the pressure at the free surface of an open-channel flow is necessarily zero, the HGL for an open channel flow coincides with the free surface, except in flows with highly curved streamlines. Application 6: The Venturi Tube Many devices for measuring discharges depend on reducing the flow area, thus increasing the velocity, and measuring the resulting difference in piezometric head or pressure across the device. An example is the Venturi tube (Fig. 29.11), which consists of a short contraction section, a throat section of constant diameter, and a long gradual diffuser (expansion) section. Static pressure taps, where the static pressures are measured, are located upstream of the contraction and at the throat, since the streamlines can be considered straight at these sections, thus justifying the use of the hydrostatic assumption. The analysis begins with the choice of control volume as shown with inlet and outlet control surfaces at the pressure tap locations. The Bernoulli theorem is applied on a streamline between points A and B with V = Q/A to give



(Q A)A - (Q A)B = Q 2 Ê 1 - 1 ˆ Êp ˆ Êp ˆ Dh = Á + z ˜ - Á + z ˜ = 2g 2g 2 g ÁË AA2 AB2 ˜¯ Ëg ¯A Ë g ¯B 2
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FIGURE 29.12 Flow over a sharp-crested rectangular weir.



Thus, the flow rate, Q, can be directly related to the change in piezometric head, Dh, which can be simply measured by means of piezometers (open tubes in which the flowing liquid can rise freely without overflowing). The level to which the liquid rises in a piezometer coincides with the HGL since it is a free surface. The discharge, Q, can therefore be expressed as Q=



Cd Aout



1 - ( Aout Ain )



2



2 gDh ,



where the discharge coefficient, Cd , is an empirical coefficient introduced to account for various approximations in the analysis (see Section 29.9 for further discussion of Cd for Venturi tubes). Application 7: The Rectangular Sharp-Crested Weir The sharp-crested weir (Fig. 29.12) is commonly used to measure discharges in open channels by a simple measurement of water level upstream of the weir. It consists of a thin plate at the end of an open channel over which the flow discharges freely into the atmosphere. The crest of the weir is the top of the plate. The jet flow or nappe just beyond the crest should be completely aerated, i.e., at atmospheric pressure. The discharge, Q, is to be related to the weir head, h, the elevation of the upstream free surface above the weir crest. With the control volume as shown, mass conservation implies Q = V1 A1 = V2 A2. Sec. 1 is chosen so that the flow is nearly parallel, and hence hydrostatic conditions prevail. As such, the piezometric head at Sec. 1 is constant, [(p/g) + z] = h + P, with the channel bottom as datum. The Bernoulli equation is applied on the streamline shown between points A and B at Sec. 1 and at Sec. 2, with the result that Êp ˆ u2 h + P = Á + z˜ + B Ëg ¯ B 2g For an aerated nappe, p ª 0 at any point at Sec. 2, from which is obtained uB = 2g ( h + P – z ). The similarity between this and the result on orifice flow should be noted. The discharge is obtained, with the further assumption that the velocity is constant across the weir crest, as



Ú



Q = uB ( z ) dA = S



h+ P



Ú



2 g (h + P - z ) (b dz )



P



The upper limit of integration assumes that there is no drawdown at the weir, i.e., no depression of the free surface below the undisturbed upstream level. The final result is that Ê2 ˆ Q = Cd Á b 2 gh3 ˜ Ë3 ¯ where a discharge coefficient, Cd, has been introduced to account for any approximations that have been made. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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FIGURE 29.13 Forces on an anchor block supporting a pipe bend.



A more complete discussion of Cd for weirs is given in Section 29.9. The ‘weir’ discharge relation, Q µ bh3/2, also arises in other applications, such as flows over spillways or other structures.. Application 8: Forces On a Pipe Bend Anchor Block A vertical pipe bend is to be anchored by a block (Fig. 29.13). The average pressures at the inlet and outlet are pin and pout , the steady discharge is Q = VA, and the pipe cross-sectional area is A. The weight of the bend is Wbend , and the weight of the fluid in the bend is Wf . The entire load is assumed to be carried by the anchor block, and so a control volume is considered as shown with force components on the pipe bend due to the anchor block, Fx and Fy . The coordinate system is chosen so that velocities and forces are positive upwards or to the right. The velocity vectors are Vin = (V,0), and Vout = (V cos q, V sin q), and the pressure force at the inlet is (pin A, 0), and at the outlet, (–pout A cos q, –pout A sin q). The signs in the latter are negative because the compressive pressure force components act in the negative x- and y-directions. With bin ª bout ª 1, the two components of the momentum conservation equation can be written as: m˙ (V cos q - V ) = pin A - pout A cos q - Fx m˙ (V sin q - 0) = 0 - pout A sin q + Fy - Wbend - W f



(x -momentum) ( y -momentum)



Here, the signs of Fx and Fy follow from the (arbitrarily) assumed directions shown in Fig. 29.13; as in elementary statics problems, if the solution for Fx or Fy is found to be negative, then the originally assumed direction of the relevant force is incorrect. If the other quantities are known, then the forces, Fx and Fy , can be computed. The forces on the block due to the pipe must be equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. Application 9: Energy Equation in a Pipe System with Pump Fluid is pumped from a large pressurized tank or reservoir at pressure, pin , through a pipe of uniform diameter discharging into the atmosphere (Fig. 29.14). The difference in elevation between the fluid level in the tank and the pipe end is H. If the head loss in the pipe is known to be hL, and the head delivered by the pump is Hp , what is the discharge, Q? Equation (29.18b) is applied to the control volume with inlet and outlet as shown and yields: Ê V2ˆ Ê pˆ Á a 2 ˜ = Á ˜ + H p - hL - H , g ¯ out Ë g ¯ in Ë where the velocity head in the tank has been neglected, and the pressure at the outlet is zero because the pipe discharges into the atmosphere. The discharge is calculated as Q = VA, where A is the pipe crosssectional area. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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EGL Hp HGL pin / γ



pin



EGL HGL



out H



in



pump FIGURE 29.14 Energy analysis and associated hydraulic and energy grade lines of a pipe-pump system.



The EGL (solid line) and HGL (dashed line) begin at a level pin /g above the liquid level in the tank because the tank is pressurized, and coincide because the velocity head in the tank is negligible. In the pipe flow region, they both slope downward in the direction of flow, the HGL always running parallel but below the EGL, because the constant pipe diameter implies a constant difference due to the constant velocity head. At the pump, energy is added to the system, so both the EGL and the HGL rise abruptly, with the magnitude of the rise equaling the head delivered by the pump, Hp . For a smaller pipe diameter (say from the pump to the outlet), the vertical distance between the EGL and the HGL will be larger, due to the larger velocity head, and for the same pipe material, the slope of the grade lines will be larger because the friction slope, Sf, increases with velocity. At the outlet, the HGL intersects the pipe centerline because the pressure head there is zero (discharge into the atmosphere).



29.6 Dimensional Analysis and Similitude Analysis based purely on conservation equations (including the Bernoulli theorem) is generally not sufficient for the solution of engineering problems. It must be complemented by empirical correlations or results from scale model tests. Dimensional analysis guides the organization of empirical data and the design of scale models.



The Buckingham-Pi Theorem and Dimensionless Groups Dimensions are associated with basic physical quantities, as distinct from units which are conventional measures of physical quantities. In hydraulics, the basic dimensions are those of mass [M], length [L], and time, [T], though that of force [F] may sometimes be more conveniently substituted for [M]. In this section, square brackets indicate dimensions. A physically sound equation describing a physical phenomenon must be dimensionally homogeneous in that all terms in the equation must have the same dimensions. The basic theoretical result is the Buckingham-Pi theorem, which states that, for a problem involving N independent physical variables and M basic dimensions, N – M independent dimensionless groups (of variables) can be formed. The design of empirical correlations and scale models needs therefore consider only the N – M dimensionless groups rather than the original N variables in order to describe completely the flow phenomena. Further, a relationship among the dimensionless groups relevant to a problem is automatically dimensionally homogeneous, and as such satisfies a requirement for a physically sound description. The two most useful dimensionless groups in hydraulics are the Reynolds number, Re  rUL/m, and the Froude number, Fr  U/ gL , where U and L are velocity and length scales characteristic of a given problem. The former is interpreted as measuring the relative importance of inertial forces (ma ~ rU 2L2) © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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to viscous forces (tA ~ m(U/L)L2), where m is a mass, a an acceleration, t a shear stress, and A an area on which the shear stress acts. At sufficiently high Re (for pipe flows, Re = rVD/m ª 2000, where D is the pipe diameter, for open-channel flows, Re = rVD/m ª 500, where h is a flow depth), flows become turbulent. Similarly, for given boundary geometry, high Re flows are more likely than low Re flows to separate. The Froude number may be similarly interpreted as measuring the relative importance of inertial to gravitational forces (~rgL3). It plays an essential role in flow phenomena involving a free surface in a gravitational field, and is discussed at length in the section on open channel flows. An argument that can often be applied arises in the asymptotic case where a dimensionless group becomes very large or very small, such that the effect of this group can be neglected. An example of this argument is that used in the case of high Re flows, where flow characteristics become essentially independent of Re (see the discussion in Section 29.7 of the Moody diagram).



Similitude and Hydraulic Modelling Similitude between hydraulic scale model and prototype is required if predictions based on the former are to be applicable to the latter. Three levels of similarity are geometric, kinematic, and dynamic, and follow from the basic dimensions. Geometric similarity implies that all length scale ratios in both model and prototype are the same. Kinematic similarity requires, in addition to geometric similarity, that all time scale ratios be the same. This implies that streamline patterns in model and prototype must be geometrically similar. Finally, dynamic similarity requires, in addition to kinematic similarity, that all mass or force scale ratios be the same. This implies that all force scale ratios at corresponding points in model and prototype flows must be the same. Equivalently, similitude requires that all but one relevant independent dimensionless groups be the same in model and prototype flows. Typically, dynamic similarity is formulated in terms of dimensionless groups representing force ratios, e.g., Rep = Rem , or Frp = Frm , where the subscripts, p and m, refer to prototype and model quantities respectively. Practical hydraulic scale modeling is complicated because strict similitude is generally not feasible, and it must be decided which dimensionless groups can be neglected, with the possible need to correct results a posteriori. In many hydraulic models involving open-channel flows, the effects of Re are neglected, based on an implicit assumption of high Re similarity, and only Fr scaling is satisfied, since it is argued that free-surface gravitational effects are more important than viscous effects. Flow resistance, which may still be dependent on viscous effects, may therefore be incorrectly modeled, and so empirical corrections to the model results for flow resistance may be necessary before they can be applied to the prototype situation. Similarly, geometric similarity is often not achieved in large-scale models of river sytems or tidal basins, because this would imply excessively small flow depths, with extraneous viscous and surfacetension effects playing an erroneously important role. Distorted modeling with different vertical and horizontal length scales is therefore often applied. These deviations from strict similitude are discussed in more detail in Yalin (1971) and Sharpe (1981) specifically for problems arising in hydraulic modeling. Application 10: Pump Performance Parameters •



The power required by a pump, Wp [ML2/T3], varies with the impeller diameter, D [L], the pump rotation speed, n [1/T], the discharge, Q [L3/T], and the fluid density, r [M/L3]. How can this relationship be expressed in terms of dimensionless groups? It follows from the Buckingham-Pi theorem that only two independent • dimensionless groups may be formed since five variables (Wp , D, n, Q, and r) and three dimensions ([M], [L], [T]) are involved. The dimensionless groups are not unique, and different groups may be appropriate for different problems. Three basic variables involving the basic dimensions are chosen, e.g., n, D, and r. Mass (m), length (l), and time (t) scales are formed from these basic variables, e.g., rD 3, l = D, t = 1/n. The • • remaining variables are then made dimensionless by these scales, e.g., W/(ml 2/t 3) = W/[(rD 3)D 2n3], and Q/(l 3/t) = Q/(nD 3). These are the power and the flow-rate (or discharge) coefficients respectively of a pump. • A relationship between these dimensionless groups can be written as W/[(rD 3)D 2n3] = F [Q/(nD 3)] which can be used to characterize the performance of a series of similar pumps.
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Application 11: Spillway model A dam spillway is to be modeled in the laboratory. Strict similitude requires Rep = Rem and Frp = Frm , or, rpUp Lp /mp = rmUm Lm /mm and Up / g p L p = Um/ g m L m . For practical purposes, gp = gm , which implies that (mm /rm)/(mp /rp) = (Lm /Lp)3/2. For practical scale ratios, this restriction is not feasible because no common fluid has such a small nm = (mm /rm). The test is therefore conducted using Froude scaling, Frp = Frm , with the only condition on Rem being that it must be sufficiently high (say Rem > 5000) such that the flow is turbulent and Reynolds number effects can be assumed negligible. Frm = Frp requires that Um /Up = (Lm/Lp)1/2, which in turn implies that Qm /Qp = (Um Lm2 )/(Up L2p) = (Lm /Lp)5/2. Thus, if Qm is measured in the scale model, then the corresponding discharge in the prototype is expected to be Qp = Qm (Lp/Lm)5/2.



29.7 Velocity Profiles and Flow Resistance in Pipes and Open Channels Flow Resistance in Fully Developed Flows A fully developed steady flow in a conduit (pipe or open channel) is defined as a flow in which velocity characteristics do not change in the streamwise direction. This occurs in straight pipe or channel sections of constant geometry far from any transitions such as entrances or exits. Under these conditions, application of momentum and energy conservation equations yields a balance between shear forces on the conduit boundary and gravitational and/or pressure forces, or Ê AˆÊ h ˆ tw = g Á ˜ Á f ˜ Ë P ¯Ë L ¯



(29.19)



where tw is the average shear stress on the conduit boundary, A is the cross-sectional flow area, P is the wetted perimeter, hf is the head loss due to boundary friction over a conduit section of length, L. The wetted perimeter is the length of perimeter of the conduit which is in contact with the fluid; for a circular pipe flowing full (Fig. 29.15), the wetted perimeter is the pipe circumference, or P = pD. Equation (29.18) is also frequently written as tw = g Rh Sf , where Rh  A/P is called the hydraulic radius, and Sf = hf /L, the energy or friction slope. For a circular pipe flowing full, Rh = A/P = D/4. A shear velocity, u*, can be defined such that u*2 = tw /r, from which it follows that u*2 = gRhS f



(29.20)



FIGURE 29.15 Coordinate system for pipe flow velocity profile, and the wetted perimeter for a pipe flowing full.
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These expressions hold for both laminar and turbulent flows. The frictional head loss, hf , increases linearly with the length, L, of the conduit, and so may be conveniently expressed in terms of the DarcyWeisbach friction factor, f, as hf = f



L V2 4 Rh 2 g



(29.21)



or (u*/V)2 = f/8.



Laminar Velocity Profiles Velocity profiles for steady fully developed laminar flows in a circular pipe and in an infinitely wide open channel can be theoretically obtained. For a circular pipe, it can be shown that 2 u(r) 1 u* È Ê 2r ˆ ˘ Re Í1 - Á ˜ ˙ = 4 V ÍÎ Ë D ¯ ˙˚ u*



(29.22)



where u(r) is the point velocity at a radial distance, r, measured from the centerline (Fig. 29.15), and the pipe Reynolds number, Re = rVD/m. For an infinitely wide open channel, u( y) 1 u* Ê y ˆ Ê yˆ Re Á ˜ Á 2 - ˜ = 8 V Ë h ¯Ë u* h¯



(29.23)



where u(y) is the velocity at a vertical distance y measured from the channel bottom (Fig. 29.16), h the flow depth, and the channel Reynolds number, Re = V (4Rh)/n. Note that Rh = h for an infinitely wide channel. Both profiles exhibit a quadratic dependence on r or y.



Friction Relationships for Laminar Flows A simple relation between f and Re can be obtained by integrating Eqs. (29.21) or (29.22) over the cross section of the flow. For a circular pipe, f =



64 Re



and



hf =



32nL V gD 2



(29.24)



f =



96 Re



and



hf =



3nL V gh 2



(29.25)



while for an infinitely wide channel,



where the appropriate definition of the Reynolds number must be used.



y



h



wetted perimeter FIGURE 29.16 Coordinate system for open-channel flow velocity profile, and the corresponding wetted perimeter. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Turbulent Velocity Profiles Because a complete theory for turbulent pipe or channel flows is lacking, a greater reliance on empirical results is necessary in discussing turbulent velocity profiles. Two types of profiles are the log-law profile and the power-law profile. The log-law profile is more physically sound, but a detailed discussion becomes complicated. A useful approximate form may be given as u(x) V 1 x = + ln + B u* u* k D



(29.26)



where x is the coordinate measured from the wall, k ª 0.4 is the von Kármán constant, D is the depth in the case of open-channel flow, and the radius in the case of pipe flow, and B is a constant with value ª2.5 for flow in a wide open channel, and ª3.7 for pipe flows. This profile is not valid very near the boundary (x Æ 0). Near the centerline or free surface, (x Æ D), it also deviates from observations, though for practical purposes, the deviation can generally be considered negligible in pipes and channels. In some problems, the power-law profile may be more convenient; it is expressed as u(x) Ê x ˆ =Á ˜ umax Ë D ¯



1/m



(29.27)



where umax is the maximum velocity attained in the flow (at x = D), and m increases slowly with increasing Re from m = 6 at Re = 5000 to m = 10 for Re > 2 ¥ 106. In real open-channel flows, the maximum velocity may not occur at the free surface due to the effects of secondary currents, and Eq. (29.27) must be accordingly interpreted.



Effects of Roughness The effects of the small-scale roughness of solid boundaries on flow resistance are negligible for laminar flows, but become important for turbulent flows. Wall roughness for a given conduit material is characterized by a typical roughness height, ks , of roughness elements. The wall is said to be hydrodynamically smooth if ks < dn , where the thickness of the viscous sublayer, dn ª 5n/u*. Similarly, the wall is said to be fully rough if ks  dn . Precise information regarding ks is usually available only for new pipes, and with age, ks is likely to increase. For natural open-channel flows, such as in rivers, a roughness height may also be used to characterize flow resistance, though the wide variety of roughness elements makes difficult a precise practical definition of ks . A range of values of ks is given on the Moody diagram at the end of this chapter.



Friction Relationships for Turbulent Flows in Conduits The turbulent velocity profiles can be integrated to give friction relationships for steady fully developed turbulent flows. The well-known Colebrook-White formula, Ê k 1 2.51 ˆ = -0.86 lnÁ s + ˜ f Ë 3.7 D Re f ¯



(29.28)



is based on a log-law profile. Given Re and ks /D, then f can be determined. This formula is implicit and transcendental for f, and its graphical form (the Moody diagram, Fig. 29.22, at the end of this chapter) is useful for understanding the qualitative behavior of f in response to changes in Re and ks /D. On loglog coordinates, curves of f vs Re at constant ks /D are plotted. To the left of the Moody diagram, the laminar-flow solution for f (Eq. [29.24]) appears as a straight line of slope –1 (since f µ Re–1) for Re < 2000. For given ks /D, the curves of f vs Re become horizontal for sufficiently high Re, which is an example of the high Re similarity mentioned in Section 29.6. In this ‘fully rough’ regime, f is practically independent of Re and depends only on ks /D, such that for given ks /D, the head loss, hf µ Q 2, or hf µ V 2 (or hf µ S 1/2 f ) which is characteristic of high Re turbulent flows, and contrasts with laminar flows (see Eqs. 29.24 through © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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29.25). With commonly available software tools, such as spreadsheets, Eq. (29.28) can be readily solved for one variable if the remaining two variables are known. The Moody diagram also permits a graphical solution. If Re and ks /D are known, the curve corresponding to the given ks /D is found, and the value of f corresponding to the given Re on that curve can be immediately read. For non-circular conduits or open-channel flows, Eq. (29.28) (or the Moody diagram) can be used as an approximation by substituting an effective diameter, Deff = 4Rh for D, in determining the relative roughness and the Reynolds number. In some problems, ks /D and/or Re may not be directly available, because the discharge, Q, or the pipe diameter, D, is to be determined. For such problems, an iterative solution is required, which can either be graphical using the Moody diagram or be accomplished via software. Other traditional formulae describing flow resistance in conduits, intended for use with water only, are encountered in practice. The Chezy-Manning equation is used frequently in open-channel flows and is discussed more fully in that chapter. The Hazen-Williams equation is frequently used in the waterworks industry, and is discussed in the chapter on hydraulic structures. These equations, while convenient, approximate the more generally applicable Colebrook-White-type formulae only over a restricted range of Re and ks /D. In practice, this may be compensated by judiciously adjusting the relevant empirical coefficients to particular situations.



Minor Losses Head losses that are caused by localized disturbances to a flow, such as by valves or pipe fittings or in open-channel transitions, are traditionally termed minor losses, and will be denoted by hm as distinct from continuous head losses denoted previously by hf . Because they are not necessarily negligible, a more precise term would be transition or local losses, because they occur at transitions from one fully developed flow to another. Being due to localized disturbances, they do not vary with the conduit length, but are instead described by an overall head loss coefficient, Km . The greater the flow disturbance, the larger the value of Km ; for example, as a valve is gradually closed, the associated value of Km for the valve increases. Similarly, Km for different pipe fittings will vary somewhat with pipe size, decreasing with increasing pipe size, since fittings may not be geometrically similar for different pipe sizes. Values of Km for various types of transitions are tabulated at the end of this chapter. An alternative treatment of minor losses replaces the sources of the minor losses by equivalent lengths of pipes, which are often tabulated. In this way, the problem is converted to one with entirely continuous losses, which may be computationally convenient. The total head loss, hL , of Eq. (29.18) consists of contributions from both friction and transition losses: hL = h f + hm =



Â j



2 Ê fL ˆ V j + Á ˜ Ë D ¯ j 2g
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(29.29)



m i



In some problems with long pipe sections and few instances of minor losses, such that fL/D  Km , minor losses may be indeed minor and therefore negligible. Application 12: A Piping System with Minor Losses Consider a flow between two reservoirs through the pipe system shown in Fig. 29.17. If the difference in elevation between the two reservoirs is H, what is the discharge, Q? The energy equation between the two free surfaces yields hL = H, since pressure and velocity heads are zero at the reservoir (control) surfaces. The total head loss consists of friction losses in pipe 1 and pipe 2, as well as minor losses at the entrance, the valve, the contraction, and the submerged exit: hL = H =



Q2 2g
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FIGURE 29.17 A pipe system with minor (transitional) losses.



where the subscripts refer to pipes 1 and 2. The minor loss coefficients are obtained from tabulated values, e.g., from Table 29.8 at the end of this chapter, (Km)entrance = 0.5. The friction factors, f1 and f2 , may differ since Re and ks /D may differ in the two pipes. Because Q is not known, neither Re1 nor Re2 can be computed, and hence neither f1 nor f2 can be directly determined from the Moody diagram: an iterative solution is necessary if the Moody diagram is used. With an algebraic relationship for the friction factors, such as Eq. (29.28), a simultaneous solution of the resulting nonlinear system of equations can be performed to obtain Q. If an iterative graphical solution with the Moody diagram is undertaken, initial guesses of f1 and f2 would be made, which would permit the evaluation of Q, and hence Re1 and Re2 could be estimated. The friction factors corresponding to the thus estimated values of Re1 and Re2 are then checked for consistency with the initial guesses for f1 and f2; if they are in reasonable agreement, then a solution has been found, otherwise the iterative procedure continues with additional guesses for f1 and f2 until consistency is achieved. The HGL and EGL run parallel to each other in the two pipes; the distance between them is however larger in pipe 2 because of the larger velocity head (due to the smaller pipe diameter). The energy slope is constant for each pipe section, but will generally differ in the two pipe sections, with the slope being larger in the case of the pipe with the smaller pipe due to larger velocity (Sf µ V 2). The losses at transitions, shown as abrupt drops in the grade lines, are exaggerated for visual purposes.



29.8 Hydrodynamic Forces on Submerged Bodies Bodies moving in fluids or stationary bodies in a moving fluid experience hydrodynamic forces in addition to the hydrostatic forces discussed in Section 29.3. A net force in the direction of mean flow is termed a drag force, while a net force in the direction normal to the mean flow is termed a lift force. These are described in terms of dimensionless coefficients of drag or lift, defined as CD = FD /[(rU2/2)Ap] and CL = FL /[(rU 2/2)Ap], where the drag force, FD , and the lift force, FL , have been made dimensionless by the product of the dynamic pressure, rU 2/2, where U is the approach velocity (assumed constant) of the fluid, and the projected area, Ap , of the body. In hydraulics, the drag force is usually of greater interest, as in the determination of the terminal velocity of sediment or of gas bubbles in the water column, or loads on structures. The contribution due to skin friction drag, because of shear stresses on the body surface, is distinguished from that due to form drag (also termed pressure drag), stemming from normal stresses (pressure) on the body surface. At low Re (based on the relative velocity of body and fluid) or in flows around streamlined bodies, skin friction drag will dominate, while in high Re flows around bluff bodies, flow separation will occur and, with the formation of the low-pressure wake region, form drag will dominate.



The Standard Drag Curve Theoretical results are available only for low Re flows around bodies with simple geometrical shapes. For steady flow around solid spheres in a fluid of infinite extent and Re Æ 0, then CD = 24/Re, where Re  UD/n, where U is the relative velocity of body in a fluid with kinematic viscosity, n, and D is the diameter of the sphere. In this so-called Stokes flow regime, where Re 5 ¥ 104), while hm /Dh varies with the exit cone angle as (Miller, 1989) hm = 0.436 - 0.83b + 0.59b 2 Dh = 0.218 - 0.42b + 0.38b



2



q = 15∞



(29.33)



q = 7∞



Various other flow meters are in use, and only a few are noted here. Elbow meters are based on the pressure differential between the inner and the outer radius of the elbow. Attractive because of their low cost, they tend to be less accurate than orifice or Venturi meters, because of a relatively small pressure differential. Rotameters or variable-area meters are based on the balance between the upward fluid drag on a float located in an upwardly diverging tube and the weight of the float. By the choice of float and tube divergence, the equilibrium position of the float can be made linearly proportional to the flow rate. More recently developed non-mechanical devices include the electromagnetic flow meter and the ultrasonic flow meter. In the former, a voltage is induced between two electrodes that are located in the pipe walls but in contact with the fluid. The fluid must be conductive, but can be multiphase. The output is linearly proportional to Q, independent of Re, and insensitive to velocity profile variations. Ultrasonic flow meters are based on the transmission and reception of acoustic signals, which can be related to the flow velocity. An attractive feature of some ultrasonic meters is that they can be clamped on to a pipe, rather than being installed in place as is the case of most other devices.



Open-Channel Flow Measurements Open-channel flow measurements are typically based on measurements of flow depth, which are then correlated with discharge in head-discharge curves. The most common measurement structures may be divided into weirs and critical-depth (Venturi) flumes. Weirs are raised obstructions in a channel, with the top of the obstruction being termed the crest. The streamwise extent of the weir may be short or long, corresponding to sharp-crested and broad-crested weirs respectively. A critical-depth flume is a constriction built in an open channel, which causes the flow to become critical (Fr = 1, see the discussion
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FIGURE 29.19 Open-channel discharge measurement structures. (a) Side view of a sharp-crested weir. (b) Front view of a rectangular weir. (c) Front view of a triangular (V-notch) weir.



FIGURE 29.20 Broad-crested weir.



of critical flows in the section on open-channel flows) in, or near, the throat of the flume. As shown in Fig. 29.20a, the width of the channel will be denoted by B, the height of the weir crest above the channel bottom is P, and the upstream elevation of the free surface relative to the weir crest is h. The fluid is assumed to be water, and viscous and surface tension effects are assumed negligible. For a rectangular sharp-crested weir (Fig. 29.19b, see also Application 7), the head-discharge formula may be expressed as Ê2 ˆ 2 g ˜ bh3/ 2 Q = Cd Á Ë3 ¯



(29.34)



where b is the width of the weir opening, and Cd is a discharge coefficient that varies with b/B and h/P as (Bos, 1989) Cd = 0.602 + 0.075(h P ), = 0.593 + 0.018(h P ), = 0.588 - 0.002(h P ),



b B =1 b B = 0.6



(29.35)



b B = 0.1



Equation (29.35) should give good results if h > 0.03 m, h/P < 2, P > 0.1 m, b > 0.15 m, and the water surface level downstream of the weir should be at least 0.05 m below the crest. For contracted weirs (b/B < 1), an alternative treatment of the effect of b/B uses an effective weir width, beff , that is reduced relative to the actual width, b. Further, the weir formula, Eq. (29.34), is often expressed as Q = Cweir beff h3/2, where Cweir is a weir coefficient that varies with the system of units. The triangular or V-notch weir (Fig. 29.19c) is often chosen when a wide range of discharges is expected, since it is able to remain fully aerated at low discharges. The head-discharge formula for a triangular opening with an included angle, q, may be expressed as
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FIGURE 29.21 Critical-depth or Venturi flume (Parshall type).



Ê8 ˆ 2 g ˜ h5/ 2 tanq Q = CdV Á ¯ Ë 15



(29.36)



If h/P £ 0.4 and (h/B) tan(q/2) £ 0.2, then the discharge coefficient, CdV varies only slightly with q, CdV = 0.58 ± 0.01 for 25° < q < 90° (Bos, 1989). It is also recommended that h > 0.05 m, P > 0.45 m, and B > 0.9 m. Under field conditions, where sharp-crested weirs may present maintenance problems, the broadcrested weir (Fig. 29.20) provides a more robust structure. It relies on the establishment of critical flow (see the chapter of open-channel flows for a discussion of critical flows) over the weir crest. In order to justify the neglect of frictional effects and the assumption of hydrostatic conditions over the weir, the length of the weir, L, should satisfy 0.07 £ H1/L £ 0.5, where H1 is the upstream total head referred to elevation of the weir crest. The head-discharge formula may be expressed as Ê 2 2 g ˆ 3/ 2 Q = CdBCV Á ˜ bh Ë3 3 ¯



(29.37)



where CdB is a discharge coefficient, and CV is a coefficient to account for a non-negligible upstream velocity head (CV ≥ 1, and CV = 1 if the approach velocity is neglected in which case H1 = h; a graphical correlation for CV is given in Bos, 1989). Bos (1989) recommends that CdB = 0.93 + 0.10(H1/L). In situations where deposition of silt or other debris may pose a problem, a critical-depth flume may be more appropriate than a weir. Since it too is based on the establishment of critical flow in the throat of the flume, its approximate theoretical analysis is essentially the same. The most common example is the Parshall flume (Fig. 29.21), which resembles a Venturi tube in having a converging section with a level bottom, a throat section with a downward sloping bottom, and a diverging section with an upward sloping bottom. The dimensioning of the Parshall flume is standardized; as such the calibration curve for each size (e.g., defined by the throat width) is different, since the different sizes are not geometrically similar. The head-discharge relation is typically expressed in terms of a piezometric head, hc , at a prescribed location in the converging section, which is different for each size. This relationship is given by Q = Khmc, where the exponent, m, ranges from 1.52 to 1.6, and the dimensional coefficient, K, varies with the size of the throat width, bc , with K ranging from 0.060 for bc = 1 in to 35.4 for bc = 50 ft. More detailed information concerning K can be found in Bos (1989).
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FIGURE 29.22 The Moody diagram. Adapted from Potter, M.C. and Wiggert, D.C. (1997). Mechanics of Fluids, 2nd ed., Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ.



FIGURE 29.23 Drag coefficients for flow around various bluff bodies. Source: Potter, M.C. and Wiggart, D.C. (1997). Mechanics of Fluids, 2nd ed., Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ.
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TABLE 29.1



Physical Properties of Water in SI Units* Surface Tension s ¥ 102 lb/ft



Vapor Pressure pu, psia



Vapor Pressure Head pu /g, ft



Bulk Modulus of Elasticity Eu ¥ 10–3, psi



Temperature, °F



Specific Weight y, lb/ft3



Density r, slugs/ft3



Viscosity m ¥ 105, lb·s/ft2



Kinematic Viscosity n ¥ 105, ft2/s



0 5 10 15 20



9.805 9.807 9.804 9.798 9.789



999.8 1000.0 999.7 999.1 998.2



1.781 1.518 1.307 1.139 1.002



1.785 1.519 1.306 1.139 1.003



0.0756 0.0749 0.0742 0.0735 0.0728



0.61 0.87 1.23 1.70 2.34



0.06 0.09 0.12 0.17 0.25



2.02 2.06 2.10 2.14 2.18



25 30 40 50 60



9.777 9.764 9.730 9.689 9.642



997.0 995.7 992.2 988.0 983.2



0.890 0.798 0.653 0.547 0.466



0.893 0.800 0.658 0.553 0.474



0.0720 0.0712 0.0696 0.0679 0.0662



3.17 4.24 7.38 12.33 19.92



0.33 0.44 0.76 1.26 2.03



2.22 2.25 2.28 2.29 2.28



70 80 90 100



9.589 9.530 9.466 9.399



977.8 971.8 965.3 958.4



0.404 0.354 0.315 0.282



0.413 0.364 0.326 0.294



0.0644 0.0626 0.0608 0.0589



31.16 47.34 70.10 101.33



3.20 4.96 7.18 10.33



2.25 2.20 2.14 2.07



* In this table and in the others to follow, if m ¥ 105 = 3.746 then m = 3.746 ¥ 10–5 lb·s/ft2, etc. For example, at 80°F, s ¥ 102 = 0.492 or s = 0.00492 lb/ft and Eu ¥ 10–3 = 322 or Eu = 322,000 psi. From Daugherty, R.L., Franzini, J.B., and Finnemore, E.J. (1985) Fluid Mechanics with Engineering Applications, 8th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York. With permission.



TABLE 29.2



Physical Properties of Water in English Units Surface Tension s, N/m



Vapor Pressure pu, kN/m2, abs



Vapor Pressure Head pu /g, m



Bulk Modulus of Elasticity Eu ¥ 10–6, kN/m2



Temperature, °C



Specific Weight y, kN/m3



Density r, kg/m3



Viscosity m ¥ 103, N·s/m2



Kinematic Viscosity n ¥ 106, m2/s



32 40 50 60 70



62.42 62.43 62.41 62.37 62.30



1.940 1.940 1.940 1.938 1.936



3.746 3.229 2.735 2.359 2.050



1.931 1.664 1.410 1.217 1.059



0.518 0.514 0.509 0.504 0.500



0.09 0.12 0.18 0.26 0.36



0.20 0.28 0.41 0.59 0.84



293 294 305 311 320



80 90 100 110 120



62.22 62.11 62.00 61.86 61.71



1.934 1.931 1.927 1.923 1.918



1.799 1.595 1.424 1.284 1.168



0.930 0.826 0.739 0.667 0.609



0.492 0.486 0.480 0.473 0.465



0.51 0.70 0.95 1.27 1.69



1.17 1.61 2.19 2.95 3.91



322 323 327 331 333



130 140 150 160 170



61.55 61.38 61.20 61.00 60.80



1.913 1.908 1.902 1.896 1.890



1.069 0.981 0.905 .838 0.780



0.558 0.514 0.476 0.442 0.413



0.460 0.454 0.447 0.441 0.433



2.22 2.89 3.72 4.74 5.99



5.13 6.67 8.58 10.95 13.83



334 330 328 326 322



180 190 200 212



60.58 60.36 60.12 59.83



1.883 1.876 1.868 1.860



0.726 0.678 0.637 0.593



0.385 0.362 0.341 0.319



0.426 0.419 0.412 0.404



7.51 9.34 11.52 14.70



17.33 21.55 26.59 33.90



318 313 308 300



From Daugherty, R.L., Franzini, J.B., and Finnemore, E.J. (1985) Fluid Mechanics with Engineering Applications, 8th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York. With permission.
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TABLE 29.3



Physical Properties of Air at Standard Atmospheric Pressure in English Units



Temperature T, °F



T, °C



Density r ¥ 103, slugs/ft3



Specifc Weight g ¥ 102, lb/ft3



Viscosity m ¥ 107, lb·s/ft2



Kinematic Viscosity n ¥ 104, ft2/s



–40 –20 0 10 20



–40.0 –28.9 –17.8 –12.2 –6.7



2.94 2.80 2.68 2.63 2.57



9.46 9.03 8.62 8.46 8.27



3.12 3.25 3.38 3.45 3.50



1.06 1.16 1.26 1.31 1.36



30 40 50 60 70



–1.1 4.4 10.0 15.6 21.1



2.52 2.47 2.42 2.37 2.33



8.11 7.94 7.79 7.63 7.50



3.58 3.62 3.68 3.74 3.82



1.42 1.46 1.52 1.58 1.64



80 90 100 120 140



26.7 32.2 37.8 48.9 60.0



2.28 2.24 2.20 2.15 2.06



7.35 7.23 7.09 6.84 6.63



3.85 3.90 3.96 4.07 4.14



1.69 1.74 1.80 1.89 2.01



160 180 200 250



71.1 82.2 93.3 121.1



1.99 1.93 1.87 1.74



6.41 6.21 6.02 5.60



4.22 4.34 4.49 4.87



2.12 2.25 2.40 2.80



From Daugherty, R.L., Franzini, J.B., and Finnemore, E.J. (1985) Fluid Mechanics with Engineering Applications, 8th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York. With permission.



TABLE 29.4



The ICAO Standard Atmosphere in SI Units



Elevation Above Sea Level, km



Temperature, °C



Absolute Pressure, kN/m2, abs



Specific Weight y, N/m3



Density r, kg/m3



Specific Weight y, N·s/m2



0 2 4 6 8 10



15.0 2.0 –4.5 –24.0 –36.9 –49.9



101.33 79.50 60.12 47.22 35.65 26.50



12.01 9.86 8.02 6.46 5.14 4.04



1.225 1.007 0.909 0.660 0.526 0.414



1.79 1.73 1.66 1.60 1.53 1.46



12 14 16 18 20



–56.5 –56.5 –56.5 –56.5 –56.5



19.40 14.20 10.35 7.57 5.53



3.05 2.22 1.62 1.19 0.87



0.312 0.228 0.166 0.122 0.089



1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42



25



–51.6



2.64



0.41



0.042



1.45



30



–40.2



1.20



0.18



0.018



1.51



From Daugherty, R.L., Franzini, J.B., and Finnemore, E.J. (1985) Fluid Mechanics with Engineering Applications, 8th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York. With permission.
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TABLE 29.5



Physical Properties of Common Liquids at Standard Atmospheric Pressure in English Units



Liquid Benzene Carbon tetrachloride Crude oil Gasoline Glycerin Hydrogen Kerosene Mercury Oxygen SAE 10 oil SAE 30 oil Water



Temperature T, °F



Density r, slug/ft3



Specific Gravity, s



Viscosity m ¥ 105, lb·s/ft2



Surface Tension s, lb/ft



Vapor Pressure pu, psia



68 68 68 68 68 –430 68 68 –320 68 68 68



1.74 3.08 1.66 1.32 2.44 0.14 1.57 26.3 2.34 1.78 1.78 1.936



0.90 1.594 0.86 068 1.26 0.072 0.81 13.56 1.21 0.92 0.92 1.00



1.4 2.0 15 0.62 3100 0.043 4.0 3.3 0.58 170 920 2.1



0.002 0.0018 0.002 …… 0.004 0.0002 0.0017 0.032 0.001 0.0025 0.0024 0.005



1.48 1.76 8.0 0.000002 3.1 0.46 0.000025 3.1



0.34



Modulus of Elasticity Eu, psi 150,000 160,000



630,000



3,800,000



300,000



From Daugherty, R.L., Franzini, J.B., and Finnemore, E.J. (1985) Fluid Mechanics with Engineering Applications, 8th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York. With permission.



TABLE 29.6



Physical Properties of Common Liquids at Standard Atmospheric Pressure in SI Units



Liquid Benzene Carbon tetrachloride Crude oil Gasoline Glycerin Hydrogen Kerosene Mercury Oxygen SAE 10 oil SAE 30 oil Water



Temperature T, °F



Density r, kg/m3



Specific Gravity, s



Viscosity m ¥ 104, N·s/m2



Surface Tension s, N/m



20 20 20 20 20 –257 20 20 –195 20 20 20



895 1588 856 678 1258 72 808 13,550 1206 918 918 998



0.90 1.59 0.86 0.68 1.26 0.072 0.81 13.56 1.21 0.92 0.92 1.00



6.5 9.7 72 2.9 14,900 0.21 19.2 15.6 2.8 820 4400 10.1



0.029 0.026 0.03 …… 0.063 0.003 0.025 0.51 0.015 0.037 0.036 0.073



Vapor Pressure pu, kN/m2, abs 10.0 12.1 55 0.000014 21.4 3.20 0.00017 21.4



2.34



Modulus of Elasticity Eu ¥ 10–6, N/m2 1030 1100



4350



26,200



2070



From Daugherty, R.L., Franzini, J.B., and Finnemore, E.J. (1985) Fluid Mechanics with Engineering Applications, 8th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York. With permission.
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Physical Properties of Common Gases at Standard Sea-level Atmosphere and 68°F in English Units



Liquid Air Carbon dioxide Carbon monoxide Helium Hydrogen Methane Nitrogen Oxygen Water vapor



Chemical Formula



Molecular Weight



Specific Weight, g, lb/ft3



CO2 CO He H2 CH4 N2 O2 H 2O



29.0 44.0 28.0 4.00 2.02 16.0 28.0 32.0 18.0



0.0753 0.114 0.0726 0.0104 0.00522 0.0416 0.0728 0.0830 0.0467



Viscosity m ¥ 107, lb·s/ft2



Gas Constant R, ft·lb/(slug·°R) [= ft2/(s2 ·°R)]



3.76 3.10 3.80 4.11 1.89 2.80 3.68 4.18 2.12



1715 1123 1778 12,420 24,680 3100 1773 1554 2760



Specific Heat, ft·lb/(slug·°R) [= ft2/(s2 ·°R)] cp



cu



Specific Heat Ratio k = cp /cu



6000 5132 6218 31,230 86,390 13,400 6210 5437 11,110



4285 4009 4440 18,810 61,710 10,300 4437 3883 8350



1.40 1.28 1.40 1.66 1.40 1.30 1.40 1.40 1.33



From Daugherty, R.L., Franzini, J.B., and Finnemore, E.J. (1985) Fluid Mechanics with Engineering Applications, 8th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York. With permission.
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TABLE 29.8



Nominal Minor Loss Coefficients Km (turbulent flow)a



Adapted from Potter, M.C. and Wiggert, D.C. (1997). Mechanics of Fluids, 2nd ed., Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ.
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